
A DISASTER (a mythic oratorio in one act; rooted in lunacy and concerning the formal 

constitution of this dream, life.)  

 

CAST: 

 the dart    choir 1 

 choir 2 /brian moore  choir 3 / love 

 choir 4    choir 5 

 choir 6 / ptolemy  group (optional.)  
 
*note:  this play utilizes a deliberate formality of action and space. 
the dart, the main actor of the play, takes a casual and conversational style throughout. he stands 
in a small 'pen' framed by amplifiers and caution/duct tape. a series of simple tables and folding 
chairs form the back of the pen.  seated in these chairs is the choir.  they participate as both actor 
and audience - during the action of the scenes, they form a watchful gallery around the dart. if 
these theatrical agents approach the dart, they do so from the front 'gate' of the pen, also created 
from duct tape or streamers or caution tape.  the amplifiers/PA are an immediately visible way to 
present voiceovers, sound effects, and music as a part of the stage setting. 
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A DISASTER 

 
the dart:  the earth is burned.  

the earth burns.  
the clouds well up and they blow away.  

 
  
choir:  disaster!  the great disaster!  
 
the dart: Now not dead nor alive 
  but a thousand times each. 
  been burned to death yet never fell 
  been drowned to death, yet rose to tell; 
  once struck by lightning 
  yet stand here still. 
  fell from a cliff -  
  i exist though i was killed. 
 
(he pauses in contemplation.) 
 
  ...but some do die. 
 
(choir 2, brian moore, stands and approaches the front of the stage.  he takes off his 
cap and in a morose voice he says,) 
 
brian moore: it is no mystery.  
 
(he wipes white paint across his forehead.) 
 
  here i am, in your company as i knew you in life. 
 
(pause, in heralded action) 
 
  ...but i float away. 
(he sits.) 
 
choir:  disaster!  the great disaster!  
 
(the dart picks up a holy staff and strikes the ground with it.  over the speakers plays a 
great rumbling and crashing upon the stave's impact.  it diminishes with ringings to bird 
song.  the dart delivers the next lines into a small, push-button activated microphone. it 
sounds as if over a scratchy overhead PA system.) 
 
the dart:  "attention, in life and death!  attention!" 
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(he pauses.) 
  "the night birds fly  
  across the parking lot!" 
 
choir: (echoing) alot alot alot alot alot... 
 
(upon the dart's utterance, a video or overhead projection of a flock of grackles sliding 
and flying appears over the stage. their eyes are a striking feature: a clear, white orb. ) 
 
  
the dart & choir: (slowly, with emphasis,)  
         “  parking-lot world, 
  attention! 
 
  rain-garden earth! 
  i behold you!  “ 
 
the dart: (more frantic) 
  "night birds fly their eyes glow but their claws asphalt may stop." 
 
(a darkly dressed group runs across the foot of the stage, or in front of it directly.  their 
hands are over their heads. they clamor.) 
 
the dart: (moves away from the mic. in a sporadic manner, he attempts to draw the 
attention of the group…) 
   
  hey!  
  hey!  confusions!   
  would you describe this for me?   
  hey! would you explain this to me?  
 
(an enlightenment sound.  the lights go out save for a spotlight on the dart - a flashlight 
will do.  the hypnotist phone rings. the dart cups his hands, shouting at the crowd...) 
 
LOUD  hey! can anybody explain this for me!?  
 
(tentatively, he moves towards the phone.  the spotlight follows.  he picks 
up the receiver.  a rising sound begins.) 
 
choir: (in a variety of frequencies, they drone,)  
  the hypnotist phonnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnne. 
 
ptolemy: (a recording broadcast over the PA) 
  hello, dart, I know it's you. 
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the dart:  hello, this is me.  I'm glad you know that.   
  who am I talking to? 
 
ptolemy: it's me; ptolemy.  
  the stars are spinning around the earth, dart! 
  you are becoming dizzy  with it. 
  the gravity of the moon and the stars and oceans one great explosion  
  of the sun rumbling through thin dust smoky heavens 
  the earth lying at the center.   
 
(the dart drops the phone – he is cast into a reverberating state.  the rising sound 
changes to a loud buzz/throb.) 
 
the dart: so much is a skull, or a footstep's echoes thrown. 
  self-centered universal constant is all that i have ever known... 
 
(heartbeat sound begins, perhaps the choir pounding simple drums.  enter choir.) 
 
choir:  this is my heartbeat! 
 
ptolemy: (phone voice echoing out) 
  "elliptic lunar apogee! 
   elliptic lunar apogee..." 
 
the dart: (to audience) 
  do i know you? (pauses in thought.) 
  you certainly know me. 
 
(choir stands, lights return starkly..  the following lines are declared to dart with a direct, 
unornamented air.) 
 
choir 1:  I held your mother as you were born. 
 
choir 2 (brian moore):  
  I opened to the world beside you. 
 
choir 3: (softly)  
  I was your love. 
 
choir 4:  I was made by you, tools of your hand. 
 
choir 5:  I sustained you, water in your veins and cells. 
 
choir 6 (ptolemy): (holding the receiver of a phone, the cable hanging loose,) 
 
the dart:   ptolemy! 
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(ptolemy saunters up. he is wearing sandals and carrying something in a paper bag.) 
 
ptolemy:  the reason i called you up, dart, 
  is that i need to tell you something. 
 
the dart:   what is it? 
 
ptolemy:  i need you to take these thoughts. 
 
(he pours a large bag of small paper bits onto the dart, who tries to catch them.  he gets 
some.  others fall.) 
 
the dart: (confused) 
  what are these? 
 
ptolemy: i told you!!! (he becomes angry.) 
  PLANT THOSE THOUGHTS! 
 
choir:   PLANT THOSE THOUGHTS! 
           *(repeated through this next section…) 
 
the dart:  where? 
 
ptolemy:  in the soil that they may grow roots.  (*) 
 
the dart:  when? 
 
ptolemy: (looks the dart up and down)  after your body dissolves away.  (*) 
 
the dart: (again, confused) what? 
 
ptolemy: (grabs the dart's shirt over the 'gate'.) 
  nightbirds fly! 
 
choir:  across the parking lot alot! 
 
ptolemy: their eyes reflect asphalt, rocks, and clay. 
  floods will rise, 
  BONES will wash away! 
   
  when you die, flowers swiftly grow 
  from where your eyeballs used to glow, 
  and vines will wrap you head to toe - 
  they’ll feed on your fiber; 
  (clarifying,) 
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 absorb the thoughts you know.  (as he says this, ptolemy pokes the dart in 
the chest with his finger.) 

 
(ptolemy turns around, takes a step, then stops.) 
 
ptolemy: where will you go in the floods that roll? 
 
(storm sounds begin with much lightning and some wind.  lights flicker.  he turns back 
around, steps back to the dart, and deftly plucks a thought out of the man's arms.  he 
stands face to face with the dart as he asks him,) 
 
ptolemy: where will you sow all these thoughts!? 
 
(he throws the thought at the dart, turns on his heel and promptly sits back down.  
sounds of the storm taper out.) 
 
the dart: (he dumps the thoughts into a bucket.) 
  ptolemy knows about BONES 
  but here i am, again alone. 
 
(as he says this, he reaches down and hangs up the hypnotist phone.  even as ptolemy 
was leaving to sit down, choir 3, love, has risen from her chair and is approaching the 
gate from stage right.  love is a woman in a black robe and hood.  she is a large woman 
with neck-length black hair.  perhaps she has a lip ring or ear-spacers.  her face is 
occluded by the robe's hood.) 
 
love:   dart.  hello. 
 
the dart:   do i know you? 
  you certainly know me... 
(she remains silent.  dart guesses.) 
  ...are you death? 
 
love:   no, dart.  i am your love. 
 
the dart:  then we have never met. 
  pleased to make your acquaintance. 
  (he puts out his hand.) 
 
love: (quickly, yet gently after the dart's last statement, she reminds,) 
  no, we have met before. 
 
(a cloud of bluish smoke issues from under her robe. she begins to sing a sadly sweet 
song in her low, honey-sticky voice.) 
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love:  i float before your eyes 
  in the brightness of the day... 
 
choir entire: well, i am! 
 
love:   and in the moths you count  
  over rapid river waters  
  or in the hollows of the hills -  in that darkness of the night, 
 
choir entire: well, i am! 
 
love:  and in the tones that (sweet, sweet,) sweetly flow (the song builds...) 
 
choir entire: well, i am! 
 
love:  ...and in those plants that sweeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeetly (a high and 
smooth note, a long tone.) grow, 
 
all:   well, i am... love!  
(end song.) 
 
the dart: (extends the bucket of thoughts to her.) 
  will you sow all these thoughts? 
 
(love takes the bucket and looks inside briefly.) 
 
love:  i am no gardener of things. 
  but, your love is known to pitch - and throw -  
  and, as the dart spirals from the hand, 
  only DESTINY can tell where it will land! 
 
(a fan turns on behind love, and her cloak billows.  she SHOWERS [!!!!]  the audience in 
the thoughtfetti. she lowers her hood and turns to the dart.) 
 
the dart:   DESTINY!!  I KNOW YOU!! 
 
love:   yes, you certainly do - 
  just as i am a dreamer’s ocean, 
  drowning some in sweetest floods;  
  just as i am the atom-agape  
  collision-speaking of your love, 
  of the love of this space, 
  of all spaces, 
  as i am the breath you breathe, 
  your heartbeat. 
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the dart:  you are my heartbeat? 
 
love:  just as i am the matter that carries its sound.  
  
the dart:  and, you are what my heart beats for? 
 
love:   that for which it yearns. 
 
the dart: you are the earth? 
 
love:  only as it burns. 
(she wipes charcoal ash paint across her forehead/face.  they begin to sing...) 
 
love:   flames will glut on leaf and bone - 
  the very bulk from which they're born, 
 
 
the dart: (continuing,) 
  appear at once and then desist, 
  through short, momentous lives persist, 
 
love & the dart, together: 
  flames will consume, and then they die, 
  sworn in the waste they leave behind - 
 
together w/ choir: 
  the coal of black and ash of grey 
  that the winds will blow away! 
 
here begins the three-part thematic finale.   
part one: choir keeps a steady 12-beat quarter-note pulse, "alot alot alot alot alot alot,"  
or "parking lot alot alot parking lot alot..." 
part two: ptolemy sings "PLANT THOSE THOUGHTS!" accenting the 1st, 5th, and 7th 
beats of the pulse. 
part three: 
 
the dart: i put my roots down very deep  
  so that when injured, i might leap 
  back into growth when sun returns 
  or after smoke from prairie burns. 
 
together:  (rallentando) 
  old men cry 
  while children play 
  floods will rise 
  and flow away. 
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(quite slow, but deliberate,) 
  floods will rise, 
  and they will flow away. 
  floods will rise, 
  and they will flow away. 
 
 (all stop save for the dart.) 
 
the dart: 
  with these blessings, i will go. 
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